Bayesian risk analysis is widely used in industry management for many years.
Introduction
Bayesian risk analysis is popularly used in decision making field for many years. But some of problems unfortunately existed and needed to solved, such as the bias of modeling and the obstacles of large volume data access from an online system. In this paper, a managed Bayesian risk approach is proposed to meet these needs [12, 13] . The approach we proposed in this article clarifies various situations for decision making alternatives. Furthermore, a case study of vehicle recognition failure event is demonstrated to verify the model we propose. 
Mathematical Modeling
The applied mathematical model definition and formulation of this study are explained as follows.
Formula A: An inverse function simulation modeling
Let x be a variable with cumulative distribution of F j (x), j denotes each data sampling event. For F j (x) is a non-decreasing function, the inverse simulation function of (y) could be defined as 
(This inverse function (3) associated random generating number is used to generate random variable simulation data as an input of Bayesian risk calculation in this study [7, 10] )
Formula B: Bayesian risk definition and formula
For the purpose of mathematical illustration, an Bayesian method with the deduced formula is described as follows [3, 2, 4, 5]:
Given the collected data with the associated parameters , where (parameter space), α is defined as the possible action space. In Bayesian decision method, loss functions are defined as follows.
In general, risk function is defined as the expected value of loss functions, owing to the different ways of calculation, there are two types of risk functions: 
To minimize , the differential algorithm can be employed to make function first order equals to zero.
Considering the observation x, the expected value of the parameter θ posterior estimate is . For Gamma prior distribution, the decision function is
, the theoretical Bayesian risk of Formula B can be derived as
Formula C: Adding a simulated-adjusted factor
The Bayesian risk can be derived as formula (9) 
this formula is a theoretic formula. In practice, some of bias between theory and practical application always existed. Hence, the authors propose to use a simulated-adjusted factor to modify the Bayesian risk as below to meet the application requirement.
Where denotes the adjusted Bayesian risk function (Formula C); ) G , φ ( w ) ( G w φ denotes the theoretic Bayesian risk function ; ) ( n K φ denotes the adjusted factor of variable function, which is the sum of
denotes the posterior probability of population; denotes the decision function of observations.
Formula D: A minimum variance formula
If the prior distribution is neglected, then W (T) the minimum variance E(X) =α β will be used for risk index calculation.
Example Explanation
An experiment case of harbor vehicle recognition project of Taiwan is used for illustration as following:
Applied example
The study using a harbor vehicle recognition system as an example is shown as Fig.   1 . This picture presents a real implemented infrastructure of Koashiung Harbor, which provides around five thousands of vehicles to pass the security gates for one day automatically. Some of uncertain factors unfortunately existed such as bad weather, false license plat and night time recognition etc that result in undesirable recognition failure event happened. By using this analysis method, the Harbor Security Center can make a proper decision for the automatic system operation [6, 11] . Manual gate)
Validation of prior distribution for recognition failure events
This study takes a group of sampling data from vehicle recognition system presented in Table 3 . Table 4 by using the following procedures. 
The interval endpoints values by the following cumulative distribution formula: 95, 6 ) =12.6. Therefore, the null H o can be accepted and the random variable is exponentially distributed. If the hypothesis is rejected, the prior distribution will be neglected and the classical statistical minimum variance will be then, used to estimate the risk index.
Calculation of risk indexes
Firstly, we take the Poisson condition probability and the Gamma prior distribution of (α=2, β=1) as a combination to calculate the failure event probability [8, 9] . A failure event probability example can be deduced as follows (Table 5) : x denotes the occurred number of failure event; F1 denotes the vehicle number of failure events ) ( x f n ′ ; F2 denotes the probability of failure ;
F3 denotes the posterior probability of population
F4 denotes the decision function of observations ) ( Secondly, this project defines the different managed alternatives. Table 6 shows the definition of managed rules of risk calculation results of an empirical experiment. From the previous study, a proper measure can be takes if undesirable case happened. In Table 8 
